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FRENCH (GCSE) 

GCSE (1-9) AQA French 

You will follow a course leading to a full GCSE.  Over the course, you will revisit and build your language skills in 
some familiar contexts such as hobbies, school and food but you will also encounter new contexts like lifestyle, 
ambitions and youth issues.  In addition, you will continue to learn about the people and culture of the countries 
which speak the language.  

WHY LEARN A LANGUAGE? 

“Modern Languages prepare you for modern life.”  Gary Lineker, Footballer & TV Presenter 

“Learning a language makes our minds stronger and more flexible.  Actually using it gives us an entirely new 
experience of the world”.  John Cleese, Actor 

“It is arrogant to assume that we can get by in English or that everyone else will speak our language.  Learning 
a foreign language is polite, demonstrates commitment and in today’s world is absolutely necessary”.  Sir 
Trevor McDonald, Nuffield Languages Inquiry 

ASSESSMENT DETAILS 

Speaking, listening, reading and writing are assessed at the end Year 11 in a final examination. Each exam will 
be worth 25% of the final grade.  

• Listening - A written examination which lasts for approximately 35-45mins. Pupils are expected to listen 
to short texts and answer questions in both French and English 

• Reading - The examination lasts for 45-60mins. Pupils are required to read short extracts and answer 
questions in both French and English. In addition, pupils will translate a short text from French into 
English.  

• Speaking - Pupils complete a role play, discuss a photograph card and hold a short conversation in French. 
Pupils are expected to speak in French for approximately 9-12 minutes.  

• Writing – The examination lasts one hour 15 minutes – students are required to write a variety of 
responses in French including a translation from English into French and a structured writing task      

PROGRESSION 

Students looking to follow an academic route and particularly those looking to go on to university to study any 
subject, need to take a language at least to GCSE.  Further study would be ‘A’ levels. 

CAREERS 

Because of the skills it develops, it is a desirable qualification for any career involving communication, problem 
solving, meeting people and promotion and not merely a career directly linked to using a foreign language.  Of 
course, it also opens the door to working, travelling and living abroad. 

 

 


